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We developed a viable route for manufacturing and incorporating

graphene-based fuel cell components with superior properties. We

investigated the material properties of the novel GNW-based MPL

and its performance in a prototype assembly which delivers

acceptable power and current density outputs and eliminates any

issues concerning water management and mechanical stability that

plagued such implementations.

Conclusions

ABSTRACT
The cathode microporous layer (MPL), as one of the key

components of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM-FC),
requires specialized carbon materials to realise the two-phase flow
and interfacial effects. In this respect, we designed a novel MPL
based on superhydrophobic nitrogen dopped graphene nanowalls
(GNW). Employing radio-frequency plasma deposition techniques
directly on carbon paper we produced high quality microporous
layers at competitive yield-to cost ratio with distinctive MPL
properties: high porosity, good stability, considerably durability,
super-hydrophobicity and substantial conductivity.

Platinum-ink, serving as fuel cell (FC) catalyst, was directly sprayed
on the MPLs and incorporated in the FC assembly by hot-pressing
against a polymeric membrane. The integrated PEM-FCs were tested
in a single cell PEM-FC on a BT-112 Single Cell Test System, showing
power performance comparable to industrial quality membrane
assemblies (330 mW·cm-2), with elevated working potential (0.95 V)
and impeccable fuel crossover for a low-cost system resulting from a
highly scalable, inexpensive, and rapid manufacturing method.
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Graphic illustration of the graphene nanowalls microporous layer and 
membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) production procedure in stages.

Fuel cell testing

Polarization graphs com-
paring power performance
between GNW-MPL (red line)
and a reference based on
carbon Black MPL (shadows),
at the same catalyst and
Nafion loadings. FC tests were
performed in galvanostatic
mode at 80°C, 80% RH, 200
sccm H2 and 800 sccm O2.

SEM / TEM images of GNW-MPL which presents: 1-3) vertically

interconnected graphene nanowalls deposited directly on carbon

paper; 4-5) vertical and horizontal image of catalyst layer; 6) TEM

image of platinum catalyst.

Material characterization

A) Raman spectra of GNW, marking the abundance of sp2 carbons
over unreformed sp3 ones, characteristic of multi layer graphene;
B) XPS spectra of CNW presenting 1s scans with deconvoluted main
components of the (a) primary C1s envelope; and the (b) N1s; and (c)
O1s envelopes of minor constituents.
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